SENATE BILL 13-269


CONCERNING THE CREATION OF A GRANT PROGRAM TO ASSIST WITH EFFORTS TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CATASTROPHIC WILDFIRES TO FORESTED LANDS IN COLORADO.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add part 4 to article 7 of title 36 as follows:

PART 4
WILDFIRE RISK REDUCTION GRANT PROGRAM

36-7-401. Legislative declaration. (1) The General Assembly hereby finds and declares that:

Capital letters indicate new material added to existing statutes; dashes through words indicate deletions from existing statutes and such material not part of act.
(a) Since 2002, more than thirty-eight thousand damaging wildfires occurred in Colorado, including the Hayman fire, which was the largest catastrophic wildfire in Colorado history. The Hayman fire burned one hundred thirty-eight thousand one hundred fourteen acres, destroyed one hundred thirty-three homes and numerous other structures, contributed to air pollution, and damaged several watersheds. The Hayman fire cost Colorado thirty-nine million one hundred thousand dollars.

(b) Additionally, in 2010, the Four Mile Canyon wildfire destroyed one hundred sixty-nine homes, burned six thousand three hundred eighty-eight acres, and cost ten million dollars in firefighting efforts;

(c) In 2011, there were four thousand three hundred twenty wildfires reported in Colorado; and

(d) In 2012, more than five thousand wildfires occurred in Colorado, including the High Park wildfire, the Lower North Fork wildfire, and the Waldo Canyon wildfire. Six persons lost their lives in wildfires that year. Additionally, the wildfires destroyed more than six hundred forty-eight structures, burned more than three hundred eighty-four thousand eight hundred three acres, caused at least five hundred thirty-eight million dollars in property loss, and cost Colorado more than forty-eight million dollars in firefighting efforts.

(2) The General Assembly further finds and declares that:

(a) In the past thirty years, the Colorado timber industry has declined, thus resulting in less wood being removed from our forests and leaving more wood material to fuel damaging wildfires. The number of sawmills in Colorado has declined from eighty-four in 1982 to thirty-one in 2007.

(b) The existence of poor forest health conditions, combined with our current drought conditions, indicate the potential for more catastrophic wildfires in the future;
(c) **Damage Wildfires Occur Regularly in Colorado Due in Part to Inadequate Efforts to Achieve Appropriate Densities in Our Forests.** Increasing our efforts to thin the forests in Colorado would keep our forests healthy and help reduce risks associated with catastrophic wildfires that endanger lives, property, watersheds, and transmission lines.

(d) **The Existence of Fire-Dependent Ecosystems in Colorado Necessitates That Communities in Areas of the Wildland-Urban Interface Be Fire Adapted.**

(3) (a) **The General Assembly Further Finds, Declares, and Determines That It Is Critical That We Invest in Measures That Reduce the Probability of Catastrophic Fires Spreading Uncontrollably into Our Communities in Areas of the Wildland-Urban Interface.**

(b) **It Is the General Assembly’s Intent to Provide Aid and Guidance for Catastrophic Wildfire Risk Mitigation by Authorizing a Competitive Grant Program to Assist with Funding Community-Level and Statewide Actions Implemented to Protect Populations and Property in the Wildland-Urban Interface and to Promote Forest Health and the Utilization of Woody Material Including Traditional Forest Products and Biomass Energy.**

36-7-402. **Definitions. As used in this Part 4, unless the context otherwise requires:**

(1) "**Department**" means the Department of Natural Resources.

(2) "**Fuel**" means living and dead combustible vegetation that can feed a fire, including grass, leaves, pine boughs, shrubs, and trees.

(3) "**Hazardous Forest Fuel Reduction Treatment**" means treatments including manipulation or removal of fuel to help diminish:

(a) **The Potential Damage Arising from a Catastrophic**
WILDFIRE; AND

(b) EMERGENCY PERSONNEL'S ABILITY TO INFLUENCE THE SPREAD OF WILDFIRE.

(4) "WILDLAND-URBAN INTERFACE" OR "WUI" MEANS AN AREA WHERE:

(a) HUMAN DEVELOPMENT IS CLOSE TO FORESTED PUBLIC LAND; AND

(b) THERE EXISTS A HIGH POTENTIAL FOR A WILDLAND FIRE.

36-7-403. Wildfire risk reduction grant program - creation - eligibility - department powers and duties - rules. (1) THERE IS HEREBY CREATED IN THE DEPARTMENT THE WILDFIRE RISK REDUCTION GRANT PROGRAM. THE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROJECTS IMPLEMENTING HAZARDOUS FOREST FUEL REDUCTION TREATMENTS TO REDUCE THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH WILDFIRES IN THE WUI THROUGHOUT COLORADO.

(2) THE DEPARTMENT SHALL DEVELOP AND ADMINISTER THE PROGRAM IN CONSULTATION WITH AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE CREATED IN SECTION 36-7-404. IN DEVELOPING THE PROGRAM, THE DEPARTMENT SHALL:

(a) DEDICATE UP TO TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE GRANT FUNDS AVAILABLE IN THE WILDFIRE RISK REDUCTION FUND, CREATED IN SECTION 36-7-405, TO FUND CAPACITY-BUILDING EFFORTS TO PROVIDE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, COMMUNITY GROUPS, AND COLLABORATIVE FORESTRY GROUPS WITH THE RESOURCES NECESSARY TO PROVIDE SITE-BASED HAZARDOUS FOREST FUEL REDUCTION TREATMENTS, INCLUDING NEIGHBORHOOD SLASH PILES AND COMMUNITY EQUIPMENT FOR USE BY LANDOWNERS;

(b) DEDICATE UP TO FIVE PERCENT OF THE GRANT FUNDS AVAILABLE IN THE WILDFIRE RISK REDUCTION FUND TO BE USED BY THE DEPARTMENT TO:

(I) MONITOR GRANT RECIPIENTS' COMPLIANCE WITH THE GRANT PROGRAM; AND
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(II) Measure the grant program's effectiveness;

(c) Require a grant applicant to demonstrate that:

(I) The grant applicant has available, or will have available before implementation of the project, matching funds in the form of a dollar-for-dollar match or the value of in-kind contributions for the project. A project’s matching funds may come from federal sources or state sources, but no more than fifty percent of the matching funds may come from state sources; except that, if the grant applicant is a state agency, more than fifty percent of the matching funds may come from other state sources.

(II) The proposed project includes a plan for utilizing any woody material generated by the project, including traditional forest products and biomass energy products. Pursuant to its authority created in section 23-31-315, C.R.S., the Colorado state forest service shall, upon request, offer technical support to grant applicants to assist with the development of the applicant’s plan for utilizing forest products. The department shall inform applicants of the availability of the Colorado state forest service’s technical support.

(d) Encourage a grant applicant, where feasible, to:

(I) Utilize the labor of:

(A) Youth and young adults participating in a Colorado youth corps organization accredited by the Colorado youth corps association; or

(B) The veterans green corps operated by the Colorado youth corps association; and

(II) Identify whether the proposed project will take place on state or private lands adjacent to United States forest service projects in the WUI, using project maps that the department anticipates will be provided by the United States forest service. Once the department receives the maps from the United States forest service,
FOREST SERVICE, IT SHALL MAKE THE MAPS AVAILABLE TO GRANT APPLICANTS. WHEN APPROPRIATE, APPLICANTS MAY APPLY THE PRINCIPLES OF GOOD NEIGHBOR AUTHORITY, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 23-31-313 (3) (e), C.R.S., TO ADDRESS CROSS-BOUNDARY TREATMENT NEEDS ON UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE LANDS.

(e) IN CONSULTATION WITH THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE CREATED IN SECTION 36-7-404, ESTABLISH THE INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN THE GRANT APPLICATION, INCLUDING A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT; AND

(f) ESTABLISH A PLAN FOR ADMINISTERING THE GRANT PROGRAM, INCLUDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF:

(I) PERIODIC REPORTING REQUIREMENTS;

(II) TOOLS FOR MONITORING AND TRACKING GRANT PROJECTS; AND

(III) MEASURES FOR ASSESSING THE PROGRESS OF GRANT PROJECTS.

(3) ANNUALLY AND IN A FINAL REPORT TO BE PRESENTED BEFORE THE END OF THE REGULAR SESSION IN 2018, THE DEPARTMENT SHALL REPORT TO THE AGRICULTURE, LIVESTOCK, AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE IN THE COLORADO HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THE AGRICULTURE, NATURAL RESOURCES, AND ENERGY COMMITTEE IN THE COLORADO SENATE, OR THEIR SUCCESSOR COMMITTEES, REGARDING THE PROGRESS OF THE GRANT PROGRAM, INCLUDING INFORMATION CONCERNING THE:

(a) NUMBER OF ACRES TREATED;

(b) COST PER ACRE TO TREAT;

(c) TONNAGE OF MATERIAL GENERATED;

(d) NUMBER OF JOBS CREATED; AND

(e) USE OF ANY FOREST PRODUCTS GENERATED.

36-7-404. Wildfire risk reduction grant program advisory committee - creation - appointment - duties. (1) (a) THERE IS HEREBY
 CREATED A WILDFIRE RISK REDUCTION GRANT PROGRAM ADVISORY COMMITTEE CONSISTING OF EIGHT MEMBERS. THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT SHALL APPOINT THE MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE AS FOLLOWS:

(I) AT LEAST ONE MEMBER WHO REPRESENTS A RESEARCH UNIVERSITY IN COLORADO;

(II) AT LEAST ONE MEMBER FROM EACH OF THE FOLLOWING STATE AGENCIES:

(A) THE DEPARTMENT, AS DESIGNATED BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT;

(B) THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY, AS DESIGNATED BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY; AND

(C) THE COLORADO STATE FOREST SERVICE, AS DESIGNATED BY THE STATE FORESTER;

(III) AT LEAST ONE MEMBER WHO REPRESENTS A COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT WITH JURISDICTION OVER AN AREA OF THE WUI;

(IV) AT LEAST ONE MEMBER WHO REPRESENTS A FEDERAL LAND MANAGER;

(V) AT LEAST ONE MEMBER WHO REPRESENTS THE TRADITIONAL FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY;

(VI) AT LEAST ONE MEMBER WHO REPRESENTS THE BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTS INDUSTRY;

(VII) AT LEAST ONE MEMBER WHO REPRESENTS A NONPROFIT COLLABORATIVE GROUP INVOLVED WITH THE MITIGATION OF CATASTROPHIC WILDFIRES IN COLORADO; AND

(VIII) AT LEAST ONE MEMBER WITH EXPERTISE IN WATER AND WATERSHED MANAGEMENT.

(b) A MEMBER OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE MAY REPRESENT MORE
THAN ONE OF THE GROUPS SET FORTH IN PARAGRAPH (a) OF THIS SUBSECTION (1).

(2) THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT SHALL SELECT AS ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS PERSONS WHO ARE INVOLVED IN OR CONCERNED WITH THE MITIGATION OF CATASTROPHIC WILDFIRES IN COLORADO. AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBER SHALL RECUSE HIMSELF OR HERSELF IF HE OR SHE HAS AN ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST WITH RESPECT TO A GRANT APPLICANT.

(3) (a) IN CONSULTATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT, THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE SHALL DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR GRANT RECIPIENTS. ELIGIBLE GRANT RECIPIENTS INCLUDE:

(I) LOCAL COMMUNITY GROUPS, INCLUDING HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATIONS OR NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS, THAT ARE WITHIN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE WUI;

(II) LOCAL GOVERNMENT ENTITIES WITHIN OR ADJACENT TO THE WUI;

(III) PUBLIC OR PRIVATE UTILITIES, INCLUDING WATER PROVIDERS, WITH INFRASTRUCTURE OR LAND OWNERSHIP IN AREAS OF HIGH RISK FOR CATASTROPHIC WILDFIRES;

(IV) STATE AGENCIES, SUCH AS THE COLORADO STATE FOREST SERVICE, THE STATE LAND BOARD, OR THE DIVISION OF PARKS AND WILDLIFE, THAT OWN LANDS OR PROPERTY IN AREAS OF HIGH RISK FOR CATASTROPHIC WILDFIRES; AND

(V) NONPROFIT GROUPS THAT PROMOTE HAZARDOUS FOREST FUEL REDUCTION TREATMENT PROJECTS IN PARTNERSHIP WITH LOCAL, STATE, OR PRIVATE ENTITIES.

(b) THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE SHALL GIVE PRIORITY TO PROPOSED PROJECTS BASED ON GEOGRAPHY AND RISK ASSESSMENT, USING THE "RED-ZONE" MAP DEVELOPED BY THE COLORADO STATE FOREST SERVICE TO IDENTIFY AREAS WHERE A HIGH RISK OF CATASTROPHIC WILDFIRE ENDANGERS HOMES, COMMUNITIES, UTILITIES, AND WATERSHEDS.
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(c) In consultation with the department, the advisory committee's duties are to:

(I) Develop scoring metrics for grant proposals;

(II) Prepare a request for grant proposals;

(III) Determine a deadline for receiving an applicant's grant proposal;

(IV) Evaluate and rank grant proposals received by the deadline; and

(V) Award grants.

(d) The department may assign other duties to the advisory committee that are related to the grant proposal selection process.

(4) The advisory committee may award grants to as many eligible applicants whose grant proposals the advisory committee wishes to fund until all of the grant moneys are awarded.

(5) The advisory committee is not subject to the review required in section 2-3-1203, C.R.S.

36-7-405. Wildfire risk reduction fund - creation - transfer.

(1) There is hereby created in the state treasury the wildfire risk reduction fund, referred to in this section as the "fund". The fund consists of all moneys transferred pursuant to subsection (2) of this section and all moneys that the general assembly may appropriate to the fund. The moneys in the fund are continuously appropriated to the department of natural resources for the purposes set forth in this part 4. All interest earned from the investment of moneys in the fund is credited to the fund. The moneys in the fund are available until expended. Any moneys not expended at the end of the fiscal year remain in the fund and do not revert to the general fund or any other fund.

(2) On July 1, 2013, the state treasurer shall transfer from
THE GENERAL FUND TO THE WILDFIRE RISK REDUCTION FUND THE SUM OF NINE MILLION EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS.

36-7-406. Repeal. This part 4 is repealed, effective July 1, 2018.

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 23-31-315 as follows:

23-31-315. Technical support for the Colorado wildfire risk reduction grant program - repeal. (1) To the extent feasible within existing funding, the Colorado State Forest Service shall, in collaboration with the Department of Natural Resources, provide technical assistance to applicants seeking a grant pursuant to part 4 of article 7 of title 36, C.R.S. A Colorado wildfire risk reduction grant program applicant may seek technical support from the Colorado State Forest Service with respect to the application requirement that the applicant develop a plan for utilizing any forest products generated by the applicant's proposed grant project, as set forth in section 36-7-403, C.R.S.

(2) This section is repealed, effective July 1, 2018.

SECTION 3. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds,
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.